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RESEARCH ARTICLE

Public health impact of recombinant zoster vaccine for prevention of herpes zoster in 
US adults immunocompromised due to cancer
Desmond Curran a, Brandon J. Patterson b*, Justin Carrico c, Ahmed Salem a, Elizabeth M. La b, 
Stéphane Lorenc a, Katherine A. Hicks c, Sara Poston b, and Christopher F. Carpenter d,e

aVaccines, GSK, Wavre, Belgium; bVaccines, GSK, Philadelphia, PA, USA; cHealth Economics, RTI Health Solutions, Research Triangle Park, NC, USA; 
dInternal Medicine, Beaumont Hospital, Royal Oak, MI, USA; eInternal Medicine, Oakland University William Beaumont School of Medicine, Rochester, 
MI, USA

ABSTRACT
Individuals who are immunocompromised (IC) due to therapy or underlying disease are at increased risk 
of herpes zoster (HZ). This study evaluates the public health impact of recombinant zoster vaccine (RZV) 
relative to no HZ vaccination for the prevention of HZ among adults aged ≥18 years diagnosed with 
selected cancers in the United States (US). A static Markov model was used to simulate three cohorts of 
individuals who are IC with cancer (time horizon of 30 years; one-year cycle length): hematopoietic stem 
cell transplant (HSCT) recipients, patients with breast cancer (BC; a solid tumor example), and patients 
with Hodgkin’s lymphoma (HL; a hematological malignancy example). Cohort sizes reflect the estimated 
annual incidence of each condition in the US population (19,671 HSCT recipients, 279,100 patients 
with BC, and 8,480 patients with HL). Vaccination with RZV resulted in 2,297; 38,068; and 848 fewer HZ 
cases for HSCT recipients, patients with BC, and patients with HL, respectively (each versus no vaccine). 
Vaccination with RZV also resulted in 422; 3,184; and 93 fewer postherpetic neuralgia cases for HSCT, BC, 
and HL, respectively. Analyses estimated the quality-adjusted life years gained to be 109, 506, and 17 for 
HSCT, BC, and HL, respectively. To prevent one HZ case, the number needed to vaccinate was 9, 8, and 10, 
for HSCT, BC, and HL, respectively. These results suggest RZV vaccination may be an effective option to 
significantly reduce HZ disease burden among patients diagnosed with selected cancers in the US.

PLAIN LANGUAGE SUMMARY
Shingles cases can be prevented by recombinant zoster vaccine (RZV). People who have a weakened 
immune system (immunocompromised) due to disease or therapy are more likely to develop shingles. 
For example, shingles occurs in nearly a quarter of patients receiving immunosuppressive treatment for 
blood cancers. To estimate the public health impact of vaccination against shingles in people who are 
immunocompromised due to cancer in the United States (US), we used a model to simulate groups with 
selected types of cancer. The results indicate vaccination with RZV can significantly reduce shingles cases 
and related complications among these groups in the US.
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Introduction

Almost one in three individuals in the United States (US) will 
develop herpes zoster (HZ; also referred to as “shingles”) 
during their lifetime, resulting in approximately 1 million 
cases each year.1 HZ, caused by the reactivation of the varicella 
zoster virus (VZV), is characterized by a painful, unilateral 
rash that typically presents in one or two adjacent derma-
tomes. Many patients also experience HZ-related complica-
tions such as postherpetic neuralgia (PHN), a persistent pain 
that can last for months or years after the acute HZ rash has 
resolved. Although PHN is the most common complication of 
HZ, patients also may experience ocular, neurological, cuta-
neous, and/or other non-pain complications.1

Incidence of HZ in the general population gradually 
increases as individuals age due to immunosenescence.2 

However, incidence increases sharply in populations who are 

immunocompromised (IC) due to known disease or therapy.3 

The risk of HZ is highest among individuals receiving hemato-
poietic stem cell transplant (HSCT), which is often used to treat 
myeloma and lymphomas, among other diseases.3,4 Empirical 
evidence has also shown patients with either hematological 
malignancies or solid tumors are at increased risk of HZ and 
HZ-related complications due to immunosuppression.5–7 

Patients with hematological cancers receiving immunosuppres-
sive treatments are at especially high risk, with HZ occurring in 
up to a quarter of patients with multiple myeloma, Hodgkin’s 
lymphoma, and chronic lymphocytic leukemia receiving such 
treatments.8

In addition to the higher risk of HZ, populations who are IC 
have a higher risk of developing persistent PHN and a higher 
disease burden, given a case of HZ.4,9,10 As an example, 
patients diagnosed with cancer have higher rates of HZ- 
related complications than the general population.6 
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Individuals with an impaired immune status also had HZ 
severity of illness scores twice as high as individuals with 
normal immune function, and duration of HZ has been 
shown to be longer for HSCT recipients, compared to older 
adults.11,12 These results align with a study in a US adult 
community population that found that although 8% of HZ 
cases occurred among individuals who are IC, these indivi-
duals represented 23.8% of the total HZ-related costs.13

Pivotal trials indicate recombinant zoster vaccine (RZV) is 
safe and elicits immunogenicity when administered to adults 
with hematological cancers receiving immunosuppressive 
treatments or with solid tumors before or at the start of 
a chemotherapy cycle.8,14 A pivotal phase 3 clinical trial of 
autologous HSCT recipients who received RZV found it had 
68.2% vaccine efficacy against HZ and significantly reduced 
HZ-related complications.15 Additionally, it was demonstrated 
that even when RZV failed to prevent HZ, vaccine recipients 
experienced less severe pain associated with HZ. 
Consequently, higher vaccine efficacy was observed in pre-
venting PHN (i.e., efficacy of 89.3%), and in reducing the 
burden of illness associated with HZ-related pain (i.e., 82.5%) 
compared to vaccine efficacy against HZ (i.e., 68.2%). The 
study also demonstrated that vaccination with RZV signifi-
cantly reduced the impact of HZ on social functioning, role 
emotional, and mental health scores in patients who developed 
HZ despite vaccination.12

Since October 2017, RZV has been recommended for pre-
vention of HZ in adults aged ≥50 years.16 In July 2021, the U.S. 
Food and Drug Administration (FDA) expanded the indica-
tion for RZV to include adults aged ≥18 years who are or will 
be at increased risk for HZ because of immunodeficiency or 
immunosuppression caused by known disease or therapy. In 
October 2021, the Advisory Committee on Immunization 
Practices (ACIP) recommended RZV for adults aged ≥19  
years who are or will be at increased risk for HZ because of 
immunodeficiency or immunosuppression caused by known 
disease or therapy, aligning closely with the updated FDA 
indication for these patients aged 18 and older.17,18

Previous research has demonstrated the public health 
impact of RZV for the prevention of HZ in immunocompetent 
(“healthy” hereafter) adults aged ≥50 years reduced HZ disease 
burden.19 However, to our knowledge, the public health 
impact of RZV in adults with cancer has not yet been compre-
hensively evaluated. The objective of the current study was to 
assess the public health impact of RZV versus no vaccine for 
the prevention of HZ among adults who are IC aged ≥18 years 
diagnosed with selected cancers in the US.

A graphical plain language summary of the study is pro-
vided in Figure 1.

Methods

Model overview

An illustration of the ZOster ecoNomic Analysis (ZONA) IC 
model structure and analysis framework is provided in 
Figure 2. The ZONA IC Model was programmed in 
Microsoft Excel, and was adapted from the ZONA 50+ 
Model, which focused on populations aged 50 years and 

older.20,21 The ZONA IC Model observes HZ status and out-
comes in patients who are IC at the start of the model’s time 
horizon and the maintain an IC status for a defined number of 
years (the “IC status duration”). After the IC status duration, 
individuals transition to the healthy status and remain with 

Figure 1. Plain language summary.
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that status for the remaining years of the time horizon. The 
underlying structure is a deterministic, single-cohort, static 
Markov model with a cycle length of 1 year.

In the ZONA IC Model, outcomes are observed for the 
modeled population under each of two intervention strategies: 
RZV and No Vaccine. For the RZV strategy, vaccination of the 
entire population occurs at the simulation start. For the No 
Vaccine strategy, vaccination does not occur. Individuals who 
experience HZ incur reductions in their quality of life 
(reflected as reduced quality-adjusted life years [QALYs]) 
and may experience complications. The HZ complications 
included in the model are PHN and non-PHN complications, 
including ocular, neurological, cutaneous, and other non-pain 
complications. As shown in Figure 2, HZ with PHN and HZ 
with other complications are separate health states in the 
model. Recurrent HZ and its associated health states are dis-
tinct from those for patients with their first occurrence of HZ.

The ZONA IC model was used to simulate three cohorts of 
individuals for a period of 30 years: (1) HSCT recipients, (2) 
patients with breast cancer, and (3) patients with Hodgkin’s 
lymphoma. The three conditions selected were ones in which 
RZV had been evaluated in randomized clinical trials.8,14,15 

The cohort sizes were based on the estimated size of the US 
population diagnosed with these conditions each year. The 
number of HSCT recipients was equal to the total number of 
HSCTs performed on individuals aged ≥21 years in 2017 in the 
US (19,671).22 The numbers of patients with breast cancer 
(279,100) and Hodgkin’s lymphoma (8,480) were both equal 
to the total number of individuals of all ages projected to be 
diagnosed with each respective condition in 2020.23 As these 
incidence estimates were not available based on age, the results 
of this model assume all new cases are among adults aged ≥18  
years. The model used a one-year cycle length and compared 
HZ-related health outcomes for vaccination with RZV versus 
no HZ vaccination.

Patients with breast cancer were modeled as an example of 
the population of patients with solid tumors, and patients with 
Hodgkin’s lymphoma were modeled as an example of the 
population of patients with hematological cancers. Since 

there were no vaccine efficacy data available from clinical trials 
for the modeled populations with breast cancer and with 
Hodgkin’s lymphoma, regression analyses were conducted 
based on the association between HZ incidence estimates in 
placebo arms of RZV clinical trials and efficacy and waning 
estimates for healthy and IC populations in the trials.8,15,24,25 

The regression analyses estimated potential differences in RZV 
efficacy based on the magnitude of HZ risk during IC status, 
and were applied to the various annual HZ incidence values 
observed in the analyses.

Model inputs

Model input values were identified through a targeted litera-
ture review focused on publications from 2005 to 2020. Input 
values for RZV efficacy and waning were based on pivotal 
clinical trial data, with the analysis assuming 100% 2-dose 
compliance for consistency with a previous economic analysis 
of HZ vaccination.15,26 Epidemiological and mortality inputs 
were obtained from published literature and national survival 
statistics, respectively. Tables S1 and S2 provide epidemiologi-
cal and vaccine-specific model input values used in the base- 
case and sensitivity analyses.

There were two sets of model inputs: one set that was 
applied while the modeled population was IC due to disease 
or therapy (“IC status”) and a second set that was applied when 
the modeled population recovered immune function (“healthy 
status”). Whichever input applied depended on whether the 
individual was still within the IC status transient window; the 
duration of the IC state differed between the modeled popula-
tions. For the population of HSCT recipients, a five-year dura-
tion of IC status was chosen based on a study that found the 
incidence rate of HZ in HSCT recipients over five years of 
follow up (60 per 1,000 person-years) was approximately ten 
times higher than the reported incidence rate in healthy adults 
(4 per 1,000 person-years).27 For both patients with breast 
cancer and patients with Hodgkin’s lymphoma, a two-year 
duration of IC status was used, based on a study that reported 

IC Status

Healthy 
Status

PHN

Non-PHN 
Complications

PHN

Non-PHN 
Complications

Death from Natural Causes

Death from HZ

Recurrent 
HZ

No HZ

Recover

HZ

Figure 2. ZONA IC model structure and analysis framework. HZ = herpes zoster; IC = immunocompromised; PHN = postherpetic neuralgia; ZONA = ZOster ecoNomic 
Analysis. Vaccination may or may not occur in the no HZ health state, depending on the modeled strategy.
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the annual incidence of HZ in patients with hematologic 
malignancies, solid tumor malignancies, and by level of 
immunosuppression.6 Different all-cause mortality rates were 
used for the healthy (immunocompetent) and IC populations. 
For the modeled population of HSCT recipients, 
a probabilistic sensitivity analysis (PSA) was conducted to 
explore the uncertainty around the model’s outcomes, given 
the uncertainty around the model’s inputs.

Some model inputs have values that vary by age. 
Individuals were stratified into six age groups: 18–49; 50– 
59; 60–64; 65–69; 70–79; and ≥80. As a cohort ages 
annually over the modeled time horizon, the inputs corre-
sponding to the cohort’s age are applied (Table S1). For 
example, if the starting age of the cohort is 35 years, then 
the value for case fatality rate for HZ cases for the cohort 
aged 35 to 49 years is applied for the first 15 years of the 
model (while the cohort is between 35 and 49 years old); in 
years 16 to 20 of the analysis, the value for the cohort aged 
50 to 54 is applied, and so on. Only those values applied to 
individuals with IC status are displayed in Tables S1 and 
S2. The values applied to individuals with healthy status 
have been previously described.20

The population starting age varied for the base-case ana-
lyses. In the population of HSCT recipients, the selected start-
ing age was 35 years to represent a younger HSCT population 
(i.e., approximately the midpoint of ages 18 to 49 years), 
although 75% of the population in a pivotal clinical trial 
reporting RZV efficacy in the HSCT population were aged 
≥50 years.15 In the breast cancer population analysis, the start-
ing age of the population was 45 years to represent a younger 
breast cancer population and was based on National Cancer 
Institute data, which reported 18.8% of breast cancer diagnoses 
occurred in patients between the ages of 45 and 54 years (Table 
S2).28 In the Hodgkin’s lymphoma population scenario, the 
starting age was assumed to be 25, based on National Cancer 
Institute data, which reported Hodgkin’s lymphoma was most 
frequently diagnosed among adults aged 20 to 34 years.29

Results

Table 1 and Figure 3 present results of the analyses of the three 
IC populations.

In the modeled cohort of 19,671 autologous HSCT recipi-
ents over 30 years, vaccination with RZV resulted in 2,297 

Table 1. Results for selected cancer populations vaccinated with RZV versus no vaccine.

Outcomes for RZV versus no vaccine HSCT Breast cancer Hodgkin’s lymphoma

Cases avoided during 30-year time horizon
HZ cases 2,297 38,068 848
PHN cases 422 3,184 93
Complication cases 271 3,812 80

Ocular 81 1,360 28
Neurological 41 1,024 14
Cutaneous 129 905 30
Other non-pain 20 521 7

Cases avoided during IC period
HZ cases 2,210 8,435 438
PHN cases 403 1,095 63
Complication cases 265 1,012 52

Ocular 78 300 15
Neurological 39 149 7
Cutaneous 127 487 25
Other non-pain 19 75 3

QALYs gained 109 506 17

HSCT = hematopoietic stem cell transplant; HZ = herpes zoster; IC = immunocompromised; PHN = postherpetic neuralgia; 
QALYs = quality-adjusted life years; RZV = recombinant zoster vaccine.
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avoided cases of HZ (38% decrease); 422 avoided cases of PHN 
(63% decrease); 271 avoided cases of non-PHN complications 
(41% decrease); and 109 QALYs gained, due to decreased HZ 
morbidity. The number needed to vaccinate (NNV) to prevent 
one HZ case was 9, and the NNV to prevent one PHN case was 
47. The results of the PSA for the modeled population of HSCT 
recipients are summarized in the histogram presented in 
Figure 4. For the overall 5,000 simulations, the number of 
HZ cases avoided with RZV versus no vaccination for HSCT 
recipients ranged from 400 to 4,000 extra cases.

Vaccination with RZV among individuals diagnosed with 
breast cancer resulted in 38,068 fewer cases of HZ (60% 
decrease); 3,184 cases avoided of PHN (59% decrease); 3,812 
cases avoided of non-PHN complications (57% decrease); and 
506 QALYs gained. The NNV to avoid one HZ or PHN case 
was 8 and 88, respectively. Among individuals diagnosed with 
Hodgkin’s lymphoma, vaccination with RZV resulted in 848 
fewer HZ cases (57% decrease); 93 avoided cases of PHN (73% 
decrease); 80 cases avoided of non-PHN complications (61% 
decrease); and 17 QALYs gained. The NNV to avoid one HZ or 
PHN case was 10 and 91, respectively.

Discussion

Patients with cancer are significantly IC with a high risk of HZ 
and high disease burden. RZV is the first vaccine licensed and 
recommended to prevent HZ in IC populations.30 Hence, it is 
important to demonstrate the public health impact of using 
RZV in IC populations with selected cancers to inform health 
care decisions. Our results are consistent with the study per-
formed by the US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 
(CDC), the results of which informed the 2021 ACIP recom-
mendation for vaccination with RZV in adults aged ≥19 years 
who are or will be at increased risk for HZ because of immu-
nodeficiency or immunosuppression caused by known disease 
or therapy. In particular, the CDC analysis found that in 
a population of adult HSCT recipients, the NNV to avoid 
one HZ or PHN case was similar to those reported in the 
present study.31 Although there are no studies other than the 
CDC model to compare against, we modeled three different 
cancer populations to provide sufficient insights to allow for 
a sound interpretation of results in the populations studied.

It is important to note that the immunocompromised 
population is a heterogenous population with knowledge 
gaps. Hence, we identified “proxy” conditions where data are 
readily available, driven by clinical trials, published literature 
around disease burden and dialogue with the CDC’s Advisory 
Committee on Immunization Practices (ACIP). We included 
HSCT recipients because they represent a cancer population 
with the highest HZ risk,4 and the efficacy of RZV has been 
estimated in this population.15 RZV has also been found to be 
immunogenic and safe in patients with hematological and 
solid tumors, and the epidemiology of HZ in patients with 
cancer is well studied.8,14 Patients with breast cancer and 
patients with Hodgkin’s lymphoma were chosen to represent 
patients with solid tumors and hematological malignancies, 
respectively.6 Further clinical trials and studies to assess RZV 
and to increase the body of knowledge in immunocompro-
mised populations are ongoing.

As expected in the HSCT cohort, the cases avoided during 
the 30-year time horizon were very similar to the cases avoided 
during the IC period. For the modeled HSCT cohort, the “IC 
status duration” was set to 5 years. Hence, we applied the 
immunocompromised values of HZ incidence (60 per 1,000) 
for the first 5 years, which are substantially higher than the 
values for the healthy population (3–12 per 1,000) that were 
used from years 6–30. Therefore, for the first 5 years of the 
analysis, the high incidence rate was applied, until the patients 
transitioned to the healthy status at year 6. For years 6–30, the 
HZ risk dropped back to the healthy level, thus accruing fewer 
HZ cases. There are also fewer cases avoided during years 6–30 
because vaccine efficacy wanes quickly in HSCT recipients 
(9.1%; Table S2). Therefore, these two factors (incidence and 
efficacy) explain why the majority of HZ cases avoided for the 
HSCT cohort were observed during the first 5 years of the 
analysis.

There is potentially a significant additional public health 
impact in the populations with solid tumors and hematological 
malignancies beyond that estimated in this study, since the 
present study only evaluated subpopulations of these cancer 
types. The prevalence of HZ in patients with selected cancers 
and the effectiveness of RZV in these populations underscores 
the importance of our study. RZV did not only protect patients 
from HZ, but also for those experiencing HZ, RZV reduced the 
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burden of illness associated with HZ-related pain and signifi-
cantly reduced the impact of HZ on social functioning, emo-
tional, and mental health scores. This highlights the net 
positive impact of RZV beyond preventing HZ cases and 
stresses the importance of vaccination against HZ in improv-
ing the population’s quality of life.

The ACIP determined HZ in adults who are IC is of public 
health importance and recently unanimously recommended 
RZV for the prevention of HZ and related complications in 
adults aged ≥19 years who are or will be immunodeficient or 
immunosuppressed because of known disease or therapy.18 Our 
study illustrates the importance of vaccination with RZV for 
patients with selected cancers because of the high risk of HZ, 
with results indicating vaccination with RZV is an effective 
option to prevent HZ cases and reduce the HZ disease burden 
among patients diagnosed with selected cancers in the US.

Limitations

Decisions about the modeling of vaccine data were based on 
clinical trial results and data from a targeted literature review 
that was conducted to ascertain realistic input values. Our 
analysis made the simplifying assumption that the IC status 
duration was a discrete number of years, and that the popula-
tion maintained a healthy status for the remainder of the time 
horizon. The IC duration and resulting HZ risk may be more 
dynamic in real-world IC populations. Furthermore, 
100% second-dose compliance was assumed based on high 
compliance rates in RZV clinical trial populations, which 
may overestimate compliance in a real-world setting. 
However, given cancer patients have frequent interactions 
with health care providers due to their underlying conditions, 
we anticipate that high second-dose compliance is realistic. 
Additionally, the starting ages of the modeled populations 
were chosen to best represent cases potentially avoided under 
the updated ACIP recommendation for adults aged ≥19, focus-
ing on younger adults (i.e., younger than 50 years of age) who 
are or will be at increased risk for HZ because of immunode-
ficiency or immunosuppression caused by known disease or 
therapy. As the mean ages of the populations in the real world 
are typically higher than the modeled starting ages, the model 
may not capture the full age-related HZ risk after the IC 
duration, and therefore may underestimate the true public 
health impact.

While previous studies have only reported HZ risk among 
patients with cancer up to two years after diagnosis,5,6 our 
analysis assumed HSCT patients were IC for 5 years based on 
an epidemiological study of HZ among autologous HSCT 
recipients.27 There were limited data available to estimate 
RZV effectiveness and durability in cancer populations other 
than HSCT recipients, so regression analyses were conducted 
using data from RZV clinical trials in healthy and IC popula-
tions to estimate these values. However, other immunological 
factors may contribute to differences in RZV effectiveness and 
durability across different cancer populations. Additionally, it 
should still be noted that the modeled populations only repre-
sent a subset of the wider cancer population.

Finally, efficacy estimates for the HSCT population were 
based on a clinical trial in which patients with more than 6  

months of expected antiviral prophylaxis post-HSCT were 
excluded.15 However, Sahoo et al.27 found that patients 
taking antiviral prophylaxis had a lower risk of HZ versus 
those not taking prophylaxis. Further, Zhang et al.32 found 
that duration of antiviral prophylaxis greater than 6 months 
was associated with lower risk of HZ compared to duration 
of antiviral prophylaxis less than 3 months. Therefore, effi-
cacy estimates in the study may be higher than in the real 
world where antiviral prophylaxis post-HSCT may be 
expected to continue beyond 6 months. In addition, immu-
nosuppressive treatments may also impact the efficacy of 
the vaccine. As such, the CDC’s Morbidity and Mortality 
Weekly Report (MMWR) noted that, where possible, 
patients should be vaccinated before becoming immuno-
suppressed. It was also noted that providers should con-
sider timing vaccination when the immune response is 
likely to be most robust.18 Additional guidelines on vacci-
nation against herpes zoster in cancer populations are 
provided elsewhere.33–35

Conclusions

Our estimates show that RZV vaccination will prevent HZ 
cases and related complications among patients with selected 
cancers, and in turn significantly reduce the disease burden. 
These findings support the ACIP’s recommendation for RZV 
for the prevention of HZ and related complications in adults, 
specifically those who are or will be immunocompromised due 
to selected underlying cancers or cancer treatment.
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